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The main goals of TER participating countries are: The main goals of TER participating countries are: 

�� Effective railway infrastructure harmonised and integrated   Effective railway infrastructure harmonised and integrated   

into the single European market, and into the single European market, and 

�� Welfare for the population and local economies providing Welfare for the population and local economies providing 

the access to the standardised and highthe access to the standardised and high--level services in level services in 

goods and passenger rail transport.goods and passenger rail transport.

TER TER ““backbone networkbackbone network”” , drafted in the Master Plan of July , drafted in the Master Plan of July 

2006, identified2006, identified 172 projects172 projects with the cost estimate at with the cost estimate at 52.5 52.5 

billion Eurosbillion Euros..



Scope of activities (TER component only)Scope of activities (TER component only)
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� Identification of possible sources of funding for these Identification of possible sources of funding for these 

projects (Task 9.1), projects (Task 9.1), 

�� Assessment of application of the projectsAssessment of application of the projects’’ evaluation evaluation 

criteria on sociocriteria on socio--economic return on investment and on economic return on investment and on 

financial feasibility prioritisation (Task 9.3),financial feasibility prioritisation (Task 9.3),

�� Addressing funding considerations for nonAddressing funding considerations for non--secured or secured or 

partly secured TER Master Plan projects (Task 9.5), partly secured TER Master Plan projects (Task 9.5), 

�� The prerequisites for the bankable projects and the steps The prerequisites for the bankable projects and the steps 

to be followed for ensuring funding (Task 9.9), to be followed for ensuring funding (Task 9.9), 

�� Establishment of technical and institutional actions required Establishment of technical and institutional actions required 

to secure missing funds (Task 9.10)to secure missing funds (Task 9.10)



TER projects summaryTER projects summary
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TER Master Plan 2006 and 2010TER Master Plan 2006 and 2010
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Changes in TER projectsChanges in TER projects
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Belarus, Georgia, Greece, Hungary, Moldova, Poland and Ukraine Belarus, Georgia, Greece, Hungary, Moldova, Poland and Ukraine 

did not provide the updated data. did not provide the updated data. Greece and HungaryGreece and Hungary counted counted 

aroundaround 10 billion Euros10 billion Euros investment, which is one fifth of the Master investment, which is one fifth of the Master 

Plan from 2006.Plan from 2006.
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Secured sources of fundingSecured sources of funding

EU countries EU countries 

beforebefore May 2004May 2004
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Secured sources of fundingSecured sources of funding

EU countriesEU countries afterafter

May 2004 andMay 2004 and

accedingacceding countriescountries
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Secured funds by nowSecured funds by now--major conclusionsmajor conclusions

� National budgets and bank loans are participating National budgets and bank loans are participating 

substantially in implementation of TER projects. substantially in implementation of TER projects. 

�� Private funding is participating substantially in case of Private funding is participating substantially in case of 

Lithuania only.Lithuania only.

�� There is an obvious strong link between a countryThere is an obvious strong link between a country’’s status s status 

in respect of EU and access to the EU funds.in respect of EU and access to the EU funds.

�� What about What about funding policy to nonfunding policy to non--acceding countriesacceding countries in in 

respect to TER projects?respect to TER projects?



Main factors to secure fundingMain factors to secure funding
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� Level of political, economic and social development of a Level of political, economic and social development of a 

country. country. 

�� Disposable incomes of taxpayers in a country.Disposable incomes of taxpayers in a country.

�� Extent and efficiency of taxation instruments.Extent and efficiency of taxation instruments.

�� Flexibility of financial market in a country. Flexibility of financial market in a country. 

�� Accessibility of a country to international financial markets.Accessibility of a country to international financial markets.



Government budget vs. Government budget vs. ““Off the budgetOff the budget””
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Government budget is a Government budget is a ““traditionaltraditional”” source of funding, source of funding, 

which refers to direct allocation of funds to a project from which refers to direct allocation of funds to a project from 

the countrythe country’’s budget in general no matter to the s budget in general no matter to the 

government hierarchy. government hierarchy. 

““Off the budgetOff the budget”” is a source, which uses indirect is a source, which uses indirect 

allocations collected from users and taxpayers. allocations collected from users and taxpayers. 

�� User charges (fees and earmarked taxes),User charges (fees and earmarked taxes),

�� Debts (loans and bonds), Debts (loans and bonds), 

�� Capital markets (PPP, various financial tools, etc.)Capital markets (PPP, various financial tools, etc.)



Reflection of TER projects evaluation criteriaReflection of TER projects evaluation criteria
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The evaluation procedure applied for MP 2006 was divided in The evaluation procedure applied for MP 2006 was divided in 

4 phases below: 4 phases below: 



EvaluationEvaluation--Phase Phase ““CC””
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Two clusters: socioTwo clusters: socio--economic return on investment and economic return on investment and 

functionalityfunctionality--coherency of the network.coherency of the network.

SocioSocio--economic return on investment:economic return on investment:

�� degree of urgency, degree of urgency, 

�� costcost--effectivenesseffectiveness,,

�� relative investment costs, relative investment costs, 

�� level of traffic demand, level of traffic demand, 

�� financing feasibilityfinancing feasibility

FunctionalityFunctionality--coherency of the network:coherency of the network:

�� importance of traffic demand in international trafficimportance of traffic demand in international traffic

�� alleviation of bottlenecks, alleviation of bottlenecks, 

�� interconnection of existing networks, interconnection of existing networks, 

�� interoperability of networksinteroperability of networks



EvaluationEvaluation--Phase Phase ““DD””
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Prioritisation of TER projects was based on the following:Prioritisation of TER projects was based on the following:

�� Technical prioritisation resulting from scores, Technical prioritisation resulting from scores, 

�� Compliance with the preCompliance with the pre--set priorities, like TENset priorities, like TEN--T T 

network for EU countries, and network for EU countries, and 

�� Financial prioritisation resulting from the Financial prioritisation resulting from the financial financial 

capabilitycapability of a country (1.5% of GDP).of a country (1.5% of GDP).



A need for revised context? Slovakia caseA need for revised context? Slovakia case
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Basis for revised contextBasis for revised context
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--The context of overThe context of over--indebtedness risk is related to the policies of TER indebtedness risk is related to the policies of TER 

countries and policies of major countries and policies of major IFIsIFIs. So, 1.5% of GDP and the GDP . So, 1.5% of GDP and the GDP 

itselfitself should not be regarded as fixed values for such long term should not be regarded as fixed values for such long term 

development projectsdevelopment projects, as TER projects are. Also, the stated ratio does , as TER projects are. Also, the stated ratio does 

not seem to represent the threshold for overnot seem to represent the threshold for over--indebtedness risk, indebtedness risk, 

because there are other components, which indicate it (certain because there are other components, which indicate it (certain 

macroeconomic indicators of a country), and macroeconomic indicators of a country), and a country can make a a country can make a 

decision to allocate more funds for investments in specified decision to allocate more funds for investments in specified subsectorsubsector

like railways in order to meet the prelike railways in order to meet the pre--defined objectives. defined objectives. It is more a It is more a 

question of affordability and supporting instruments for a countquestion of affordability and supporting instruments for a countryry’’s s 

policy.policy.

-- The Transport Policy of a country has a major impact to the funThe Transport Policy of a country has a major impact to the funds ds 

foreseen to be allocated into individual transport foreseen to be allocated into individual transport subsectorssubsectors for their for their 

development (roads, railways, airports, etc.) and it does not nedevelopment (roads, railways, airports, etc.) and it does not need to be ed to be 

balanced in terms of balanced in terms of ““equalisationequalisation”” between the between the subsectorssubsectors.. It should It should 

be rather be rather ““harmonisedharmonised”” and and ““consistentconsistent”” to the EU Transport Policy, to the EU Transport Policy, 

which actually leaves more space for the railwayswhich actually leaves more space for the railways or to say TER or to say TER 

projects.projects.



NonNon--secured funds for TER projectssecured funds for TER projects
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Opportunities to secure the fundingOpportunities to secure the funding
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Government budgetGovernment budget--policypolicy

A firm Government commitment to the implementation of A firm Government commitment to the implementation of 

TER projects in order to secure funds for coTER projects in order to secure funds for co--financing and financing and 

for public sector share in potential PPP scheme. for public sector share in potential PPP scheme. 

““Off the budgetOff the budget””--policypolicy

�� IFI loans (EIB, EBRD)IFI loans (EIB, EBRD)

�� EU funds (ERDF,EU funds (ERDF, CFCF, , IPA=Croatia, Turkey, FYROMIPA=Croatia, Turkey, FYROM))

CF has been using byCF has been using by BulgariaBulgaria, Cyprus, , Cyprus, Czech RepublicCzech Republic, , 

Estonia, Estonia, GreeceGreece, , HungaryHungary, Latvia, , Latvia, LithuaniaLithuania, Malta,, Malta,

PolandPoland, Portugal, , Portugal, RomaniaRomania, , SlovakiaSlovakia andand SloveniaSlovenia for for 

period 2007period 2007--2013. CF is aimed to EU members whose 2013. CF is aimed to EU members whose 

GNI per capita is less than 90% of the EU average.GNI per capita is less than 90% of the EU average.



Prerequisites for the bankable projectsPrerequisites for the bankable projects
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Why do we need the Feasibility Study? To seek for funds Why do we need the Feasibility Study? To seek for funds 

of bankable projects!!of bankable projects!!

A Feasibility Study is based on A Feasibility Study is based on five five ““corner stonescorner stones””::

�� Technical/Engineering=to reach physically measurable Technical/Engineering=to reach physically measurable 

objectives at the lowest possible costs. Basis: objectives at the lowest possible costs. Basis: Preliminary Preliminary 

DesignDesign. . 

�� Environmental=to fit a project to the natural and Environmental=to fit a project to the natural and 

human environment on sustainable base. Basis:human environment on sustainable base. Basis: EIA/EISEIA/EIS..

�� Economic=to justify an investment from the socioEconomic=to justify an investment from the socio--

economic point of view. Basis:economic point of view. Basis: CBACBA. . 

�� Financial=to create sustainable funding of a project. Financial=to create sustainable funding of a project. 

Basis:Basis: Financial AppraisalFinancial Appraisal. . 

�� Institutional/Legal=to assess the risks that affect a Institutional/Legal=to assess the risks that affect a 

project from project from institinstit. standpoint. Basis: . standpoint. Basis: Risk AssessmentRisk Assessment..

A A ““sixth corner stonesixth corner stone””: : Traffic StudyTraffic Study..



Thanks for your attention!

Questions: enes.covrk@ipsa-institut.com
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